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Client: Rhizome Media 
www.rhizomemedia.co 
 
 

"Computer Nerds guided us through a rebrand, which involved switching our company 
email addresses. I was dreading the hassle, but thanks to Computer Nerds' crack team, 
one of whom was here first thing on Monday morning to help us set up our calendars and 
emails and make sure everything was working smoothly, it couldn't have been more 
straightforward. There was no disruption to our business operations." - Emily Garnham, 
MD of Rhizome Media 
 
Highlights: 
 

- Switch primary domain name in line with company rebranding 
- Re-configure all user accounts with new domain/email addresses 
- Ensure all user history for contacts, calendar and email remain intact 
- Assign dedicated project manager to ensure no downtime with switchover 
- Fix multiple previous issues with website contact form not working 

 
The Problem 
 
Rhizome Media were in the process of a full rebrand which included the need to change their 
primary domain name from rhizomepr.com to rhizomemedia.co , a previous attempt had been 
made however the solution was incorrect and all users were duplicated with two separate email 
accounts, no user history and email not routing correctly. 
 
The platform Rhizome Media uses is Google Apps for work. 
 
A separate issue with the website’s signup and contact forms not working became an urgent matter 
that needed to be resolved as soon as possible. 
 
Computer Nerds were approached by Christine Charitonos to discuss Rhizome Media’s immediate 
problems, the entire email system had been incorrectly configured and holding back day to day 
business.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Solution 
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Computer Nerds assigned a senior IT consultant who specialises in domain name and email 
migrations to discuss all options and prepare a solution. 
 
The first goal was to ‘undo’ the incorrect setup and plan the structure based on the client 
requirements. 
 
Once the full structure and technical research was complete, Computer Nerds went to work over a 
weekend ensuring minimal interruptions to day to day operations.  
 

- Remove all duplicated users and undo all previous configuration 
- Switch secondary domain to primary domain 
- Re-configure all user accounts to use new primary domain for email 
- Re-configure all groups/distribution lists to use new primary domain 
- Onsite technician on the Monday morning to re-configure all user devices 

 
After completing the backend technical work, full testing was carried out to ensure all aspects of the 
email platform where performing correctly and all email routed to users correctly. 
 
Finally, a Computer Nerds technician arrived onsite on the Monday morning to help staff with any 
questions or issues and complete the setup of staff computers and devices. 
 
Website Contact Form 
 
Multiple issues were detected with the website sign up and contact forms, Computer Nerds attacked 
the issue head on and looked deep into the technical aspects and found five separate issues which 
affected the forms not routing emails. 
 
Once all issues were resolved, the signup and contact forms were fully working and distributing 
emails correctly to the intended recipients.  
 
The Result 
 
Overall with Computer Nerd’s careful planning, technical ability and full understanding of the task at 
hand, Rhizome Media’s email platform and website contact forms are all working 100% leaving staff 
to concentrate on work without the headache of IT issues. 
 
To speak to one of our consultants please call 0207 381 5544 or visit our website 
www.computernerds.co.uk 
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